Aon Risk Solutions

Aon fine art in EMEA
Empowering results through global expertise in
innovative fine art insurance solutions

Risk. Reinsurance. Human Resources.

How we can make the difference

Why insure with Aon fine art?
Aon fine art solutions will cater for the highly individual and diverse insurance needs of the
entities associated with the (local and international) art market including: Artists, Auction
Houses, Exhibitions, Furriers, Galleries, Fine Art Dealers, High Net Worth Individuals,
Institutional Collectors, Jewellers, Museums, Private Collectors, Restorers, Shippers &
Packers, Storage Facilities.
Many art work owners or dealers do not realise they could benefit from a dedicated fine art
policy. Standard insurance policies designed by conventional insurance companies cannot
satisfy the exclusive needs of clients like ours.
Our goal is to protect and preserve art by designing individually tailored insurance
policies, handling all kinds of inquiries in a quick manner and providing objective
professional advice.
We establish quick and easy insurance policies,support the client professionally and guide
them through a smooth process of claims settlement.

Flexibility, competence and reliability

Do you enjoy wearing
your most precious
jewellery without
worrying?

Art works in public
spaces are always
exposed to danger

Flexibility
Museums &
Exhibitions

Competence
Reliability

Jewellery

Trust plays an important role when it comes to insuring objects of fine art or valuable
private property. Reliability, competence and flexibility are therefore the basis of our
philosophy at Aon fine art. The focus is always on the client. We maintain the quality of our
service at the highest level and our specialists have a strong commitment to our clients.

Galleries

Does your insurance
give you peace of mind
when dealing and
selling works of art?

Private
Wealth

Are your valulables
and art collections
adequately protected?

Products and tailored insurance
Museums & Exhibitions

Private Wealth

We offer museums and exhibition organisers an all-risk,
comprehensive coverage for their entire inventory of
artwork, including: Terror, High Capacities, Confiscation
and Expropriation wording, Pair and Sets clause, War on
Land cover, Sea Transits including Piracy, and much more.

Our all-risk cover for privately owned collections of fine
art and high-net worth property provide the widest
range of insurance coverages available. We offer inclusive,
simplified contracts to protect your possessions,
properties and storages worldwide. We are dedicated
to providing a full service to our clients, including art,
jewellery and high-value object valuations from our
specialists, as well as individual consulting on how to best
protect treasured possessions.

Our insurance services offer additional coverage to
state indemnity, as well as D&O insurance for museum
managers and exhibition organisers, tailor-made
insurance plans, individual certification for each lender,
superior claims handling and specialised solutions for
coverage, coverage of travel expenses to the location
where the damage occurred as well as costs of shipping
and legal advice.
The Aon fine art team currently insures many worldwide
traveling exhibitions and art storage facilities, which
include many of the above coverages.

Galleries
We offer galleries all-risk cover for their entire art
collection, including transport, art fairs, and art work
housed at clients’ premises, or by other third parties
which stay with the client or at another third party .
Additionally, we offer gallery coverage on a stand-alone
basis at some of the biggest and most internationally
recognised art fairs worldwide, including TEFAF
Maastricht, the Frieze Art Fair, and Art Basel Miami. We
also provide additional coverage for Fixtures, Furniture
and Fittings (FFF), liability and title insurance.

Jewellery
Aon’s jewellery all-risk coverage is one of the most
upgraded with the widest wording in the market,
protecting the goods entirely in respect of the full
goldsmith and jewellery chain; from manufacturers,
through wholesalers to retailers. Our wording starts
from the premises stock and has several sub-limits,
both on-site and off-site (such as traveller risk, sendings,
entrustments and fairs) plus some extra warranties, such
as infidelity or safe keys replacement.
What we offer, more than the policy itself, is a 360˚service
with the purpose to fully ensure security for our clients.
We can also perform a security survey visit with the
most trusted and established surveyors to confirm the
minimum security requirements in order for the insurers
to settle a valid claim with no unexpected surprises.
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Individual insurance concepts

Risk management and security

Each work of art and each piece of jewellery is unique
and therefore has to be protected adequately.
Conventional insurances do not meet these exclusive
needs. By means of thorough risk analysis, independent
appraisals and objective comparisons of different
products, the experts at Aon fine art design insurance
concepts that suit the exclusive needs of the client.

Sometimes only a few security measures suffice in order
to prevent possible damage or loss. The most common
reasons for loss or damage to art and collectibles are:
damage in transit; accidental damage; natural perils;
theft; fire; and water damage.

Professional appraisals
The value of an item determines the proper sum insured.
Our experienced art historians work closely together with
independent appraisers in order to objectively determine
the value of the item in question.

Settling the claim
The advantages of a fine art insurance policy are most
clearly demonstrated after a piece is damaged or stolen.
A painting damaged by water, a broken vase, or the
loss of a sapphire ring – valuable objects are irreversibly
damaged or lost every day.
When a loss does occur, the fine art policy works entirely
differently to an ordinary policy since no one claim is the
same; with expert knowledge and advice, Aon fine art
specialists can settle claims quickly and with an outcome
that appeals to the owner through an independent claim
settlement with fast and smooth handling.

Aon fine art works closely with independent security
companies. In case one of our clients needs consulting,
our experts can review existing security measures and
provide advice as to how to protect the most valuable of
objects even more effectively.

About Aon fine art in EMEA
An international network of spcecialists with extensive

EMEA structured specialties to serve

experience, the Aon fine art team consists of experienced

clients world-wide are present in:

art historians and insurance professionals with outstanding
expertise and full commitment to the client.

Austria

We have access to an extensive network on the art

France

market, spanning from leading international insurance

Germany

companies (such as Lloyds of London), independent

Italy

security firms, experienced restorers to appraisers

Spain

associated with major auction houses. This ensures that

Switzerland

Aon fine art can serve its clients in the best possible way.

The Netherlands
United Kingdom

Assistance in recovering a
stolen item
In the case of art theft, Aon fine art supports its clients
in recovering the stolen item. Our experts forward all
available information of the item as well as photos to the
Art Loss Register:- an international database for stolen
works of art. The Art Loss Register is regularly checked by
European police forces and auction houses and will alert
immediately when something is recovered. In special
cases, Aon fine art also hires experienced international
specialists in the field of art theft.

Advice on purchase or sale
With its international network in the field of arts, Aon
fine art can also assist its clients in purchasing or selling
objects of art.

Belgium

Contact

About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global provider
of risk management, insurance brokerage and
reinsurance brokerage, and human resources
solutions and outsourcing services. Through its
more than 72,000 colleagues worldwide, Aon unites
to empower results for clients in over 120 countries
via innovative risk and people solutions. For further
information on our capabilities and to learn how we
empower results for clients, please visit:
http://aon.mediaroom.com/
© Aon plc 2016. All rights reserved.
The information contained herein and the statements expressed
are of a general nature and are not intended to address the
circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we
endeavor to provide accurate and timely information and use
sources we consider reliable, there can be no guarantee that such
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will
continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough
examination of the particular situation.
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